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“Absence and death are the same-only that in death there is no suffering.” – Theodore Roosevelt

Death and suffering will creep up on anyone in comparable or opposing ways.

In “The Story of the hour” she had a heart problem, which I think was caused by her suffering

from her husband.  From reading the story I gathered she obviously didn’t love him.  She wanted to give

up on life  because she hates her marriage and she hates her husband.  Within minutes of hearing of her

husband’s fatal railroad accident her heart was filled with joy.  Later that day her front door opened and

it was her husband.  She peacefully dies from her heart, giving out on her.  This is in fact situational
irony

at its outstanding peak.

In the story “Interlopers,” Ulrich and Georg Znaeym are two neighbors who hate each other.

They want to kill each other because of an old rivalry between families. The rivalry was passed down

over the land.  Their great grandfathers fought over whose land it was.  It was a generational curse that

was passed down to them.  They were looking for each other to kill each other.  They get really injured

when the trees started cracking and fell on them.  Later on they died by getting eaten by wolves.

What the stories strongly have in common are pain and suffering.  They both have hate or

dislike to someone.  But they both thought they had a chance of living, but they had people who cared

for them like family and friends.
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The contrast between, “The Story of the Hour,” and “The Interlopers,” are they dying in

different ways. In “The story of the Hour” Mrs. Mallard hates her husband, but in the “Interlopers” they

hate each other.  Mrs. Mallard dies of a heart problem and the neighbors die by getting eaten by wolves.

We know why the neighbors hate each other, but we never find out why Mrs. Mallard hated Mr.

Mallard.

Just like in the story of the hour, she suffered then died of a heart problem.  In the interlopers

they suffered by trees falling on them, then they die by getting eaten by wolves.  Death and suffering
will indeed come to anyone in comparable or opposing situations.
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